**Pick a Spot for Your Radio**

Install the Dash or Wall-Mount

1. Clean the area where you intend to install your radio.
2. Drill holes as needed for the Wall-Mount.
3. Position the radio to ensure that it's in a place where it won't interfere with driver visibility or safe deployment.

Install the Magnetic Mount Antenna

1. Peel off the adhesive liner. Position, press, and orient the Mounting Plate so that the orientation is correct, then tighten the knob.
2. The Mounting Plate can be tilted in different directions.

Mount the Magnetic Mount Antenna

1. Adjust the Magnetic Mount by repositioning the foot to an extended vent hook to adjust the tilt of the Mount.
2. Rest the foot against the bottom of the vent. If necessary, push the Mount onto the vent until extended vent hooks are engaged.
3. The Mount is assembled with the extended vent hooks. The Mount is assembled with the extended vent hooks.

Connect Vehicle Dock to the Vehicle Stereo

1. Connect the Dock to the Vehicle Stereo.
2. Plug the antenna into the Dock.
3. Tune the XpressRCi to an FM channel.

**PowerConnect**

Connect the Power Adapter

1. Connect the FM Direct Adapter (FMDA) to your vehicle's FM radio.
2. Tune your vehicle's FM radio to the same available FM channel as your XpressRCi.
3. Power the XpressRCi on.

**Antenna**

Choose the best location for the antenna considering your vehicle type.

- SUV: Attach the antenna to the vehicle's roof such as a roof rack or a bridge, or by anything on the roof that is tall enough to clear any obstructions to the antenna's view of the sky.
- Pickup Truck: At the end of the cable from the rear toward the front toward the radio by routing the cable along the trim. Bring the cable out from the trim and route it under the carpet toward the radio. When the antenna is mounted at the rear of the vehicle, it's usually easiest to run the cable from the rear to the front toward the radio by routing the cable along the trim.
- Sedan or Coupe: Use a dry vehicle is nice. Avoid damaging or compromising the window, door, and trim. Bring the cable out from the trim and route it under the carpet toward the radio. When the antenna is mounted at the rear of the vehicle, it's usually easiest to run the cable from the rear to the front toward the radio by routing the cable along the trim.

**Activate Your Service**

Before you can enjoy Commercial-Free Music, plus Sports, News, Talk & Entertainment, you need to activate your XpressRCi.

1. When your service is activated, your XpressRCi will receive all channels you have subscribed.
2. At this time, if you turn the control knob, you can scroll and tune into other channels.
3. If the chosen storage location is empty (denoted by "---"), you will need to find the one that provides the best match for XpressRCi.
4. If the chosen storage location has an FM preset that is not currently being used, and you want to activate at this time.
5. A series of screens will guide you through the activation process. Follow the instructions on the screen.
6. Please press Select to continue. You can also preset a new FM preset in a storage location without canceling the activation process.
What's in the Box?

- XpressRC i Radio
- Remote Control
- Power Adapter
- Aux In Cable
- Alcohol Preparation Pads

XpressRC i Button & Control Knob Functions

- Power Button: Turn radio on and off.
- Display: Customize the way you view content on the display.
- Left and Right Arrows: Search for channels by category; also when in Replay mode, rewind or fast-forward through content.
- Control Knob: Scroll through lists and preview channels; also highlight menu options.
- Menu Button: Access advanced features and configuration options; also press and hold to access FM presets.
- Select Button: Press to confirm selection for channel and menu items; also press and hold to GameSelect, to TuneSelect, or to save a song.
- Fav Button: Choose among the different tuning modes: Direct, Favourite Channels, and SongSaver.
- Jump: Switch between current channel and previous channel.
- Info Button: View either sports or stock information.
- Number Buttons: Select your favorite channels; also enter a channel number directly; also access songs saved in SongSaver.
- Tilt Right: Tilt the Select button to select, display, or jump.
- Tilt Left: Display Tilt Right:
- Tilt Up: Jump
- Tilt Down: Display
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